This paper proposes a new formation guidance law for multiple UAVs in a three-dimensional space. The proposed formation guidance law produces a velocity command vector of a wingman to form a prescribed formation shape at a specified formation time. The guidance command ensures that the time derivative of a Lyapunov function defined as the square of zero-effort-miss between a wingman and a desired formation position is negative definite during the flight. The velocity command vector is then transformed to typical autopilot inputs of a UAV: speed, flight path angle and heading angle commands. The performance of the proposed law is evaluated using a full nonlinear 6-DOF UAV model in the cases of formation shaping, formation keeping, and formation re-shaping when the leader is accelerating. Simulation results show that the proposed law maintains the formation keeping well and precisely achieves the given shape of formation even when the leader is accelerating.
Introduction
Formation flight of multiple UAVs is in high demand for sophisticated and cooperative missions in various commercial and military applications. In addition, formation flight can extend the flight range and improve operational potential of following vehicles by using the aerodynamic vortex effects generated by leading vehicles in the formation. [1] [2] [3] For these reasons, autonomous formation flight has been actively studied.
In Ref.
2), aerodynamic effects of the leader's vortices on a wingman were modeled based on a distributed horse-shoe technique. Formation controllers to track a prescribed path and to keep formation are also proposed. A similar design strategy of a formation controller is discussed in Ref. 4 ). An autopilot to assure local asymptotic stability of the formation as well as global stability of the overall system was designed using a feedback linearization technique based on the dynamics of relative positions between the vehicles. 5) While the methods in Refs. 2)-5) require full-state data communication among UAVs, design methods for formation flight using passive vision-based measurements were investigated in Refs. 6)-9). In Ref. 8) , Tahk et al. showed that formation of multiple UAVs can be accomplished by a conventional PD controller using line-of-sight (LOS) angle and its rate information. A simple pursuit law to nullify the errors in distance and heading angle with respect to the specified formation position was used for deriving a formation guidance law in Ref. 9 ). The previously mentioned formation controllers are basically for two-dimensional applications.
Three-dimensional guidance laws for formation flight were studied in Refs. 3), 10)-13). Pachter et al. designed a formation controller for x-, y-and z-channels.
3) Here, the formation controller is represented by a linear PI control loop with Mach-hold, altitude-hold and heading-hold autopilots. Possible formation structures that can be applied to real operational environments were investigated by Giulietti et al. 10) They proposed a two-loop formation control system: the inner-loop controller to track the demanded velocity, altitude and heading angle and the outer-loop formation controller to maintain the formation geometry. An autopilot design method using a PID controller for the formation was investigated in Ref. 11). However, the suggested control systems become unstable when the leader aggressively maneuvers. A nonlinear formation flight control law based on a new error formulation in the inertial reference frame was addressed in Ref. 12 ). This control law guarantees semi-global asymptotic stability but time-rates of flight path angle and heading angle are necessary for implementation, which are not easy to be measured during flight. The nonlinear formation-keeping controller for the three-dimensional formation flight was designed by Yang et al. 13) Synchronization of each vehicle's lock-on time onto its assigned position in the formation is useful for a lot of applications. For instance, it is desirable to minimize the formation delay by avoiding the occurrence of wandering vehicles. It also facilitates the time planning of multiple missions with different formation shapes. In order to synchronize the formation time, the flight controller of each vehicle should be able to control position, velocity and flight time. A nonlinear feedback control law for simultaneous formation of multiple UAVs within a finite time has been proposed in Ó 2014 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences Ref. 14) . This method, however, cannot directly control the formation time.
In this paper, a guidance law for three-dimensional formation with terminal time constraints is proposed. We first introduce a Lyapunov function, defined as the square of zero-effort-miss between a wingman and a desired formation position. The formation guidance law is then obtained to guarantee the negative definiteness of the time derivative of the Lyapunov function.
Another important feature of our scheme is that the commands from the proposed guidance law can be transformed into typical autopilot inputs: speed and flight path angle commands in the longitudinal direction, and a heading angle command in the lateral direction. Hence, the proposed guidance scheme for the formation can be easily integrated with existing flight control systems for UAVs. Actually, a similar concept has already been proposed to derive a guidance law for precisely tracking the arbitrary flight trajectory. 15) However, in Ref. 15) , final time is an unspecified future time rather than a designated terminal time.
For practical usage, we assume that the autopilot to control velocity is approximated by a first-order lag system. Thus, the guidance law includes the time constant that may have uncertainty. The effect of this uncertain time constant on the stability of the guidance system is investigated for implementation on a real UAV. By simply freezing the time-to-go just before making the formation, the proposed formation law can be used for formation-keeping after completion of the formation. Stability analysis of the guidance system with the fixed time-to-go is also included. The performance of the proposed guidance scheme is investigated via full 6-DOF nonlinear simulations. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the guidance law for formation flight of UAVs in the three-dimensional space is derived. The nonlinear UAV system and simulation results for three different formation phases are shown in section 3. Conclusions are in section 4. 
Then, the zero-effort-miss, 16 ) the position error of the wingman with respect to D at t f when no control is applied to the wingman, is given by"
where t go is the time-to-go defined by
Now we introduce a Lyapunov function candidate simply given by
If we choose
then, for arbitrary N > 0, we have
Hence," " ¼ 0 is asymptotically stable according to the Lyapunov stability theorem.
17)
Now, we introduce the system dynamics into Eq. (5) to satisfy Eq. (7). It is assumed that the wingman's velocity is approximated by a first-order lag system
where ( v is the time constant of the velocity control system of the wingman andṽ v c W is the velocity command vector of the wingman.
Using Eqs. (1) and (8), the time derivative of relative velocity can be expressed as 
From Eqs. (6) and (9), we have the guidance command equation to deliver the wingman to the desired position at terminal time t f .
The proposed guidance scheme features several important aspects of the formation flight problem. First, the guidance command is updated in a feedback manner. The current flight speed is corrected in proportion to the zero-effort-miss vector," ", and the acceleration vector of the desired formation position,ã a D . This scheme is very similar to conventional proportional navigation guidance laws. 16) Second, the system lag represented by time constant ( v is appropriately reflected in the guidance command. The magnitude of the command is modulated according to the speed of the system dynamics. Last, the guidance parameter N=t go acts like a proportional gain. Although, theoretically, the proposed guidance law with an arbitrary positive value of N always satisfies the stability condition, but the guidance parameter N should be carefully chosen not to exceed the limitations of control surfaces by the proposed guidance commands.
The velocity command produced by Eq. (10) satisfies Eq. (7) so that the system is asymptotically stable. Here, the velocity command given in Eq. (10) is derived under the assumption that ( v is perfectly known. However, in real UAV systems, ( v varies with the velocity control system and always contains uncertainty. Let ( ( v be an uncertain time constant presented by
Then, the guidance command vector with ( ( v instead of ( v in Eq. (10) can still deliver the wingman to the desired formation position. This fact is guaranteed by the following lemma. Lemma 1. The guidance command given in Eq. (10) guarantees that (i) The formation error" " becomes zero if the leader's velocity is constant (ã a L ¼ 0) (ii) When the leader maneuvers with a constant acceleratioñ a a D , the formation error j" "ðt f Þj at the specified terminal time t f is zero
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), we have
Using Eqs. (5) and (12), the time derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate can be written as
If the desired formation position D is not accelerating; i.e., a a D ¼ 0, then _ V VðtÞ < 0. Note thatã a D ¼ 0 implies the leader's velocity is constant; i.e.,ã a L ¼ 0.
Forã a D 6 ¼ 0, if the following condition
where
is satisfied, then _ V VðtÞ < 0. From Eq. (14), we can observe that if the formation error j" "ðtÞj at current flight time t is larger than a D max t go jÁ( v j=N ( ( v ; i.e., j" "ðtÞj > a D max t go jÁ( v j= N ( ( v , the formation error always decreases as time goes on. This fact implies that even though the leader maneuvers with a constant accelerationã a D the formation error j" "ðt f Þj at a specified terminal time should be zero.
This lemma implies that the formation error j" "ðt f Þj at a specified terminal time t f always becomes zero regardless of the leader's acceleration. Here, remember that t f and N are guidance parameters, but these parameters should be selected through numerical experiments in consideration of the system characteristics such as actuator limit and controller bandwidth. For example, too small t f or too large N will lead to the actuator saturation due to the unrealistically large guidance commands. Since it is not easy to know the exact value of the time constant, Lemma 1 gives a potential effectiveness of the proposed method in application to the practical system. Additionally, from the result of Lemma 1 in Eq. (11), we observe that the formation error j" "ðt f Þj at final time t f becomes zero when the leader's acceleration is not perfectly known.
The proposed guidance command only concerns achieving formation within a specified formation time. After completing the formation, the velocity command given in Eq. (10) does not work properly because t > t f . To show that the proposed velocity command equation can be used to keep the formation by simply freezing the time-to-go slightly before completing the formation without introducing a new formation controller, we present the following lemma. Lemma 2. For t ! t f , if the fixed time-to-go t t go satisfying the following condition
is used instead of time-to-go t go ¼ t f À t, then the formation error j" " j becomes zero.
Proof. The velocity command of a wingman with a fixed time-to-go t t go can be expressed as
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (9), the time derivative of relative velocity can be expressed as
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (5), we have
Hence, the stability conditions is always satisfied for the condition of N > 0.
Generation of autopilot inputs
Flight control systems for UAVs are often composed of three control channels: speed and altitude control channels for longitudinal motion and heading angle control channel for lateral motion. In our UAV system, the outer-loop control system for an altitude control is realized by a flight path angle controller.
The velocity command in Eq. 
À
Á can be measured using GPS or INS. To generate inputs of the wingman's three control channels for speed, heading angle and flight path angle, we introduce a unit vector ðẽ e v ;ẽ e ;ẽ e Þ as shown in Fig. 2 . In this coordinate system,ẽ e v denotes a unit vector along the wingman's current velocity,ẽ e a unit vector along the direction of increasing the yaw angle of the wingman, andẽ e a right-handed unit direction withẽ e v andẽ e .
Then, guidance commands for the wingman are determined by
Since the generated guidance commands can be understood as typical UAV autopilot inputs, it is easy to integrate the proposed guidance with the existing flight control system of UAVs.
Nonlinear Simulation
In this section, nonlinear simulation is performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed guidance scheme in the formation flight.
6-DOF UAV model
The basic flight vehicle frame used in this paper is a conventional pusher-type UAV with twin vertical tail and 65 cc gasoline engine. The configuration and some physical properties of the UAV are summarized in Table 1 .
A full nonlinear UAV model including actuator dynamics, throttle dynamics and flight control system is considered for the simulation. All actuator dynamics for control surfaces (elevator, aileron, rudder) are approximated as first-order systems. The transfer function between the commanded deflection angle c i and the actual deflection angle i can be expressed as
where ( i ¼ 0:05 is the time constant of each actuator, and the actual deflection angle of each control surface is limited to AE20 . In addition, the throttle dynamics are assumed to be a first-order system and its time constant is ( th ¼ 0:1.
Various components of the stability and control augmentation system (SCAS) and autopilots are designed by the classical control design technique explained in Ref. 18). Controllers for pitch and roll attitude stabilization, attitude orientation and a sideslip suppressor for coordinated-turn are designed and integrated with the basic airframe as shown in Fig. 3 . In this UAV system, nonlinear equations of motion, aerodynamic forces and moments, and engine models are implemented. The controllers for speed, flight path angle and heading angle constitute the outer loop. Figure 4 illustrates the time responses of three outer-loop controllers with respect to each step input command. The system lag represented by time constant ( v is identified via full 6-DOF nonlinear simulation as shown in Fig. 4 . The time constant of our UAV system is determined as ( v ¼ 1:3 by least-square curve fitting of the nonlinear simulation data with respect to a step input command in speed control loop.
Simulation scenario
In the nonlinear simulation, three UAVs, one leader and two wingmen, are involved in the formation flight and three UAVs (leader, wingman #1 and wingman #2) have the same dynamic characteristics and flight control system as illustrated in Fig. 3 . We also assume that two wingmen directly receive the information of position, velocity and acceleration of the leader without any communication delay or noise.
To evaluate the proposed guidance law for the cases of formation shaping, formation keeping and formation re-shaping during acceleration of the leader, we take the simulation scenario as illustrated in Fig. 5 . In formation strategy 1, each wingman initially having different flight conditions from the leader should shape a given triangular formation at the specified terminal time t f 1 ¼ 90 sec. In the formation-keeping phase followed by the end of formation strategy 1, three UAVs have to maintain the triangular form during 30 sec of flight time. The time-to-go t go in the proposed guidance law of the wingman is slightly changed as a fixed time-to-go t t go after the specified terminal time t f 1 . In the last flight phase, the desired formation shape is transformed from the triangular form to a straight one when the leader is accelerated with a constant acceleration of 0.25 m/sec 2 . Here, the terminal time t f 3 is specified as t f 3 ¼ 180 sec. This means that a re-shaped formation should be completed at 60 sec after the start of the last maneuver. frame, respectively. Here, a specified formation time is t f 1 ¼ 90 sec. Figures 6 and 7 show the three-dimensional trajectory of each UAV and its projection onto the horizontal plane, respectively. The flight trajectories onto the horizontal plane with respect to each phase of formation strategy are separately depicted in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 presents the variation of relative positions of each wingman. Time histories of altitude and flight path angle error, speed and heading angle error are respectively depicted in Figs. 9 to 11. The initial and terminal values of each wingman during formation strategy 1 are summarized in Table 2 . From Table 2 and Figs. 7-11, two wingmen perfectly achieve the designated triangular formation at a specified terminal time t f 1 . Furthermore, we can observe, in the initial phase of formation flight, relative positions including altitude, speed, flight path angle and heading angle errors are more rapidly decreased than the final flight phase since the magnitude of guidance command is proportional to the zero-effort-miss at the current flight time t. 3.4. Simulation result of the phase of formation keeping The results depicted in Figs. 7-11 show that the triangular formation shape, which is perfectly accomplished at the specified terminal time t f 1 , is precisely maintained during the given flight time of 30 sec. In this flight phase, timeto-go t go is changed to a fixed time-to-go t t go since the guidance command goes to infinite due to the zero of t go at the specified terminal time t f 1 . Here, the fixed time-to-go, t t go , is chosen as 10 sec. In fact, when the flight phase is change from formation strategy 1 to formation keeping, the variations of relative positions and flight attitudes occur caused by a discontinuity in the guidance command. The amount of these variations, however, is so small that it can be negligible for formation keeping. 3.5. Simulation result of the phase of formation strategy 2 In this simulation scenario, as shown in Fig. 5 , the triangular formation shape is transformed to a straight one at the end of the formation-keeping phase. The speed of the leader is linearly increased from 20 to 35 m/sec with a constant acceleration of 0.25 m/sec 2 from the terminal time of formation-keeping flight (120 sec) to a newly imposed terminal time t f 2 ¼ 180 sec for formation strategy 2. The detailed simulation results of formation strategy 2 are summarized in Table 3 .
The speeds of wingman #1 and wingman #2, as presented in Fig. 10 , are abruptly decreased to 14 and 18.5 m/sec, respectively, in the initial phase of formation strategy 2. This phenomenon is caused by the fact that the relative distance of two wingmen at the end of the formationkeeping phase is much closer than that of the desired formation position of formation strategy 2. Thus, two wingmen initially decelerate to reduce the relative position errors despite the increase of the leader's speed. However, at the specified terminal time t f 2 for formation strategy 2, the speeds of two wingmen and other flight conditions such as altitude, flight path angle and heading angle are exactly the same as those of the leader at their desired position.
Conclusions
In this paper, a three-dimensional guidance law for formation flight of UAVs with the terminal time constraint was proposed. The proposed law can be used for approach- ing guidance to make formations and for a controller to maintain the formation shape. The guidance loop based on the proposed law is practical, since the proposed law can be easily converted to the typical UAV autopilot inputs such as speed, flight path angle and heading angle in consideration of the system lag.
Guidance performance of the proposed law might be changed according to the choice of guidance parameters: the guidance gain, the reference time constant and the fixed time-to-go. In this paper, we also suggested basic guidelines on how to choose these parameters in order to guarantee the system stability. Fine tuning of these parameters for the best performance can be done through numerical simulations. Full nonlinear 6-DOF simulation results showed that the proposed guidance scheme successfully satisfied the given formation strategy at the designated terminal time even when the leader maneuvered with acceleration. Furthermore, the proposed guidance law could precisely maintain the achieved formation shape using a fixed time-to-go, t t go , instead of time-to-go t go . Table 2 . Simulation result of formation strategy 1. 
